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Tea Light HolderFree
Valentine’s Day Gift

To make up for all the time spend in 
the workshop and to make women 
in your life happy, how about a little 
woodworking job that says “I love 
you”? A candle is always a nice gift, 
this one adds that special something. 
It shows Mom (wife, girlfriend) how 
you feel about them.
This is a simple, easy to make tea 
light holder for Valentines Day (or 
mother’s day) even a young, inexpe-
rienced woodworker can handle, an 
ideal project for Dad to tackle with 
children too. It would also make a 
good group project for charity. 
There are many ways to make it, 
go through your scrap pile and look 
for a fairly thick piece of lumber 
(wood).
We used a scrap timber of 12 mm 
(!?2") thickness for our sample. Trans-
fer the heart pattern onto the wood 
twice. Drill the hole for the tea light 
before cutting the pattern! A large 
chunk of lumber/wood is easier/ 
safer to hold in the drill press then a 
small heart. Drill the 38 mm (1!?2") 
hole 12 mm (!?2") deep. If you don’t 
have a drill bit that size you can also 
cut the hole with a scroll saw. 
The standard size for tea lights is 

38 mm (1!?2"), check your lights and 
make sure the hole is big enough. If 
it’s too tight just sand a bit off the in-
side of the hole. 
After you’ve drilled the hole, cut 
the two heart shapes and glue them 
together. Sand well. Depending on 
what kind of wood you used you 
can finish with a coat of clear var-

nish, stain or even paint the heart a 
red. Have the kids help! Let them 
each decorate a heart. Polka dots and 
stripes can be fun too.
These are so quick and easy to make, 
cut out a bunch to decorate a big ta-
ble. Let the kids take them to school 
to hand to teachers and friends… 
spread a little love!  ☺

 ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

 ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

from Aschi’s Workshop
WOODCRAFTER’S HAVEN

Centre for 
38 mm (1!?2")
spade drill.

Doily made by Enid Aschenbrenner-Webb
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Aschi’s WORKSHOP has a wide range of plans to make wooden 
models and wooden toys. Please come on in and have a 
look at www.aschisworkshop.com 

Aschi’s WORKSHOP is the home of superb, easy to 
follow plans which enable you to create 
a wonderful masterpiece in wood for 
the children in your life.

Free instructions for making wheels. 
Free workshop tips to make things 
easier. 
Free plans and patterns for accesso-
ries to have ply sets. 
Free educational info, suitable for 
school projects.

No tracing or special tools required to 
build trucks, tractors, boats, trains, 
earthmoving machines, cars, road 
trains etc... Find your next wood 
projects here. Wooden toys made sim-
ple. For creative imagination. Wooden 
models for the world of children. 

Save time and the money for 
postage. Order online! Just go to:
www.aschisworkshop.com
We endeavour to deliver in less than 
48 hours.

Building wonderful wooden toys from our many plans is child’s play!
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Wheel Construction 

Once the correct hole saw bit has

been selected and fitted, set the maxi-

mum drill depth to 3mm from the

tabletop. This will mean the timber

has to be turned over to complete the

cut and will prevent the wheel from

sticking in the tool. Always clamp the

timber to the tabletop before drilling.

1

The special tool is used for this

task, the !?4" headless bolt is fitted

into the chuck. Use two nuts and two

flat washers, or appropriate spacers to

clamp the wheel to the shaft. Ensur-

ing the bottom nut is tight enough to

prevent the wheel from turning, use

from corse to fine sandpaper and
create the desired shape. You can use

the faster speed settings at this time.

4

Pictured is a table top drill clamp

which allows you to clamp the drill

at the horizontal, while not critical

this item will allow you to use the

chisel to create convex rim shapes.

This item came from Dem-tel but

they are still available from some

tool supplies. 

5

The final step is to round of the

new tire and rim using the chisel.

You can customise your tires for
individual preference.  
Extreme caution must be exercised

whilst performing this task, always

use a rest for the chisel and use
appropriate safety equipment and eye

protection.

6

It is important to note the drill

speed must be on the lowest setting.

It has also been found that if the
hole saw cut is to one extreme edge

the sawdust will escape preventing

the tool from jamming in the
job.With a little practice this will

become very easy.

2

The rim recess is created with

the spade bit. You will need to use a

vice to hold the job being drilled, if

the drill press is a small unit you
may need to use timber blocks and

clamps to complete this task. Never

try to do this task without firmly
clamping the job first.

3

No model would be complete without a set of wheels, the better the look of the wheels the better the model and

the greater the appeal. The following step by step guide has been developed over many years to enable you to pro-

duce the very best tire and rim imitations for your own models. The tools required to construct wheels are, a whole

saw set, we have used a drill press but started out using a simple drill and vice, a sharpened chisel, 12mm (!?2") to

40mm (1)?16"), a selection of sandpaper from fine to course. Finally a tabletop drill clamp is helpful.

The only “special” tool we use is a !?4 x 3 inch threaded bar or bolt with two nuts and washers. We use this item to

hold individual wheels to create different shapes. When used with the drill clamp they form a mini lathe as shown

in pic, 5 and 6. 
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Farm Tractor Scale 1:18

If you have ever been into farming
country you probably saw many
tractors being put to work, large or
small they appeal to all ages. You
may also have seen them busily
mowing the grass along the edge of
highways.
This model plan is an easy to con-
struct example of this commonly
seen tractor. 

Side elevation

Material List
!?2" (12mm) x !?2" (12mm)
!?2" (12mm) x §?4" (19mm)
!?2" (12mm) x 1 !?4" (31mm)
!?2" (12mm) x 1 %?8" (42mm)
§?4" (19mm) x §?4" (19mm)
§?4" (19mm) x 2 !?2" (64mm)
or more for rear wheel
!?4" (6mm) dowel
!?2" (12mm) half round
12G x 2" (51mm) Hex (Roof)-
Screw for rear axle
8G x 1 %?6" (41mm) round head
screw for front axle
6G x §?4" (19mm) round head screw
for tow hook
!?4" (6mm) washer

Top elevation

NOTE: The use of swivel front
axles, through our exhaustive trials
is was proven that children cannot
push the toy along when the
wheels swivel, they enjoyed the
toy much better with a fixed axle.

Rear elevation

mlyjob first.
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Big Cargo

One of the giants of the sea today
are the Big Cargo ships. Most of
them are built for special purposes
like the Bulk Carrier, which is used
for ore, coal or grain. Our model is a
replica of one such Bulk carrier.
Children will enjoy hours of play
with the Big Cargo as it contains no
small or removable parts.

Material List

3 %?8" (92mm) x !?2" (12mm)
3 %?8" (92mm) x §?4" (19mm)
2 %?8" (68mm) x §?4" (19mm)
1 !?2" (40mm) x %?16" (8mm)
§?4" (19mm) x §?4" (19mm)
!?2" (12mm) x !?2" (12mm)
1" (25mm) Dowel (broom handle)
!?2" (12mm) Half Round
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Dumper 
Scale 1:18

This model is closely based on the

common off road scraper/

dumper. To improve the attraction

for children this model has a tipper

action incorporated into the design. 

To construct this model we start

with the front drive section.

Cut all parts according to the dia-

gram from 68mm (2 !!?16") timber,

sand and glue together.

The under part in front of the axle is

cut at a 45° angle. The 19mm (§ß4") x

19mm (§ß4") piece is the front axle,

this will need to have holes drilled

centrally at each end for the axle

screw.

Next we cut all parts fo
r the bonnet,

glue together and sand to shape as

per diagram. Cut and shape the seat,

dashboard and exhaust. These parts

need to be painted before fittin
g to

the painted drive section. To fit th
e

exhaust a 6mm (!ß4") hole must be

drilled into the bonnet, refer to the

top elevation plan for correct posi-

tion.

The swivel coupling is constructed

next. As the plan shows, cut, shape

and sand all parts. U
se a thin piece

of cardboard each side of the center

part as a spacer, and position all

three parts to
 the rear of the front

drive section main frame. Glue into

position the front and rear parts. 

Place a match under the center part

for clearance and drill th
rough all

three parts using a 6mm (1/4”) drill. 

NOTE We have found that by spa-

cing the parts as described it will

swivel even if the drilling is not a

precision job.

Once the pivot hole is drilled remo-

ve the central swivel part and all

spacers, the 6mm (!?4") hole will

need to be opened out to allow the

dowel to move freely. Now drill a
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Scale 1:20

Tuff Lowboy with Jeep Dolly

Tuff Pipe Transporter

The most fascinating transporter on

the road is definitely the extremely

heavy, large, long, and special vehi-

cles. 

We are going to build a 3-axle low-

boy with 2-axle jeep dolly and a 5-

too heavy, a jeep-dolly is hooked to

the road tractor and the lowboy is

hooked up to the dolly. This way, the

dolly takes some of the weight from

the load. At most times a pilot vehi-

cle is needed in order to escort the

long, and sometimes wide, transport

vehicle. In order to have an easier

and faster run to and back from the

loaded onto the trailer, as well as

after off-loading and driving back to

the home depot, the dolly is a piggy-

back load on the lowboy. See picture

on page 3.

The Pipe Transporter is a very versa-

tile trailer assembly. Not only pipes

for water, oil and gas are hauled, a

whole variety of construction mate-
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Road Train Scale 1:27

Western Australian

Iron Ore Tipper

Bottom Elevation

Side Elevation

The thinly populated center of West-

ern Australia is one of the richest

countries, for minerals, in the world.

The distances from town to town or

from an open pit mine to a seaport

or smelter is vast. Huge road-trains

with 200 ton loads and up to 160

foot (53m) in length are legal and a

common picture in Western Aus-

tralia. Long bonnets contain a pow-

erful diesel motor. The air intakes

are mounted high to avoid sucking

the dust from mostly gravel roads.

We have chosen one of these 19-axle

road train tippers for our model that

we are going to build. It is a road

tractor with a triple axle drive train

and a 3-axle semi-trailer, towing two

trailers with six axles each. The

trailers are side-tippers each with a

one-lever function, tipping and

opening the side wall which func-

tions as a shutter-flap as well. This

most impressive model is a scale

replica and has a length of 5!?2 foot

Like all plans from Aschi’s Work-

shop, no special tools are required,

just follow the plan step by step and

enjoy making an unusual conversa-

tion piece, model or toy.
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Steam Train Scale 1:18

English
2 Foot Gauge

Shopping List

!?2" (12mm) x !?2" (12mm)
!?2" (12mm) x §?4" (19mm)
!?2" (12mm) x 1!?4" (31mm)
!?2" (12mm) x 1%?8" (42mm)
!?2" (12mm) x 2!!?16" (68mm)
!?2" (12mm) x 3%?8" (92mm)
§?4" (19mm) x §?4" (19mm)
§?4" (19mm) x 1%?8" (42mm)

!?4" (6mm) Dowel 
§?8" (9mm) Dowel 
§?4" (19mm) Dowel 

!?2" (12mm) Hole Plugs 
%?16" (8mm) Washer 
%?16" (8mm) Screw Hooks and Eyes

The 2 foot gauge or light Railway
system can be found anywhere in
the world.
This kind of railway system was
(and is currently still) used mainly in
forestry, logging, as well as in un-
derground situations, sugar and tea
plantations, gold fields, brick fields,
and basically anywhere where rail-
way systems were needed to trans-
port goods and people at a low cost.
The landscape also played an impor-
tant roll in the usage of this steam
train. In some areas it was just not
possible to build a full-size railway
system, or it was not economical. 
However, even today there are still a
number of 2 foot gauge railway sys-
tems in use all over the world. The

Darjeeling-Himalaya railway system
in India is probably one of the most
famous 2 foot railway systems still
in use.
England is, of course, still a mecca
for light railway systems. Australia
and South America has sugar trains
running on 2 foot tracks. Java is also
a place worth mentioning.
The European mainland and USA
are still using 2 foot railway systems
mainly in theme parks.

We have chosen a typical English
train for our model. The locomotive
is a 0-4-0 or B-coupler saddle tank.
The wagons are of the older type of
14 to 16 seater carriages, still in use
on some museum trains today.
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The most fascinating transporter on

the road is definitely the extremely

heavy, large, long, and special vehi-

cles. 

We are going to build a 3-axle low-

boy with 2-axle jeep dolly and a 5-

too heavy, a jeep-dolly is hook

the road tractor and the lowboy is

hooked up to the dolly. This way, the

dolly takes some of the weight from

the load. At most times a pilot vehi-

cle is needed in order to escort the

long, and sometimes wide, transport

vehicle. In order to have an easier

and faster run to and back from the

aft
the home depo

back load on the lowboy. S

on page 3.

The Pipe Transporter is a very versa-

tile trailer assembly. Not only pipes

for water, oil and gas are hauled, a

whole variety of construction mate-
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English Log Truck Scale 1:27

Side elevation

Based on the famous 1932 Scammell Truck, this model heavy duty timber truck will be a delight for young and old.

Top elevation


